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Terms of Service of the Dutch private company with limited liability INTER (VCD) B.V., operating under the 
trade name ‘INTER Forward Solutions’ 
 
1. GENERAL 
1.1 These Terms of Service apply to all agreements between INTER (VCD) B.V., hereinafter referred to as 

‘INTER’, and its counterparty, hereinafter referred to as ‘Buyer’, regardless of whether any goods, 
hereinafter referred to as ‘Equipment’, or any other type of service is sold. Any conditions on behalf of 
Buyer are hereby expressly rejected, also if these are customary industry conditions. 

 
2. PRICE RATES 
2.1 All price rates mentioned by INTER are in Euro (€) and are exclusive of any applicable value added tax or 

sales tax. All price rates for Equipment are inclusive of standard packaging and exclusive of shipping costs. 
2.2 If no price rate is specifically agreed upon, all Equipment is invoiced at the price rates maintained by 

INTER on the moment of shipment or the moment on which the services are delivered. 
2.3 If the total value of an individual agreement does not exceed a value of EUR 250, excluding any applicable 

value added tax or sales tax, INTER is entitled to invoice administration and packaging fees. 
2.4 All price rates for Equipment are exclusive of services, which may include but are not limited to: 

installation tasks, software programming, consultancy work, project management, the creation of 
drawings or designs and the installation and commissioning of systems. Any price rates specified for 
services are exclusive of any preparatory work on-site or at any other venue as well as any work not 
manifestly required based on the drawings, designs, written specifications and any other particularities 
submitted by Buyer. 

2.5 If INTER has committed to the training of technical staff members of Buyer, Buyer shall separately 
reimburse to INTER any accommodation expenses and other necessary expenses for the involved INTER 
staff members. 

2.6 INTER reserves the right to, at all times and also after having entered into an agreement, adjust its pricing 
if a change occurs to one or multiple factors that affect the pricing and which cannot be influenced by 
INTER. If a fixed fee is agreed upon, such changes shall not take effect prior to the first day after the 
period for which said fixed fee was agreed upon. 

 
3. OFFERS 
3.1 Every offer on behalf of INTER is non-binding and is communicated in a proposal or other communication 

prepared for this purpose by INTER. If Buyer accepts an offer and if said offer is not revoked by INTER, the 
agreement is established upon confirmation of acceptance by INTER to Buyer, or on the moment on 
which INTER commences with the performance of the work assigned by the order. 

 
4. PAYMENT 
4.1 Payments to INTER must be made by bank transfer and within the payment period agreed upon. In the 

absence of a payment term specifically agreed upon, a 30 day period applies. Buyer is not entitled to off-
set any amount, to apply a discount or to suspend any payment for any reason whatsoever. 

4.2 INTER has the right to demand payment prior to the delivery of Equipment or the performance of its 
work. 

4.3  In the case of an overdue payment, starting on the day after the expiry date of the invoice, Buyer owes a 
1% interest of the total invoice amount per month. Furthermore, Buyer must also reimburse any and all 
extrajudicial and judicial expenses to INTER. Any extrajudicial costs shall amount to a minimum of 15% of 
the total amount owed by Buyer, including any applicable value added tax and/or sales tax. INTER 
reserves the right to suspend all deliveries of Equipment and the performance of work for as long as 
Buyer has not paid all outstanding claims. 

 
5. FORCE MAJEURE 
5.1 All terms agreed upon for deliveries and commissioning are extended with the period during which INTER 

is unable to meet its obligations due to force majeure. 
5.2 The definition of force majeure shall include in any case: all situations meeting the stipulations of article 

6:75 BW (Dutch civil code), (civil) war, the threat of war, insurgencies, vandalism or riots, fire, water 
damage, flooding, work strikes, company lock-outs, import and export restrictions, governmental 
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measures, defects to machines and disruptions to the delivery of water and/or energy to the company 
facility of INTER. 

5.3 Equated to force majeure are the circumstances mentioned in 5.2 occurring within the organisations of 
third parties  from which INTER partially or entirely procures required services, (raw) materials, 
calculations, drawings, designs and similar matters. 

5.4 Also equated to force majeure are the circumstances mentioned in 5.2 if any of these circumstances occur 
at the storage facility or during transport, regardless of whether this is managed by INTER or any external 
organisation. 

5.5 Also equated to force majeure are all other circumstances which cannot be influenced by INTER, 
regardless of whether these could be anticipated when the agreement which they affect was entered 
into.  

5.6 Force majeure does not apply in situations caused intentionally or by conscious recklessness of the board 
and management of INTER. 

5.7 If a situation in which force majeure applies exceeds, or will with certainty exceed, a six month duration, 
both parties individually have the right to terminate (the remainder of) the agreement effective 
immediately, without giving one party owing the other party any damage compensation. Any such 
termination does not relieve Buyer from its payment obligation for the part of the agreement that was 
fulfilled by INTER. 

 
6. DELIVERY 
6.1 All delivery dates mentioned by INTER are indicative, non-binding and never fatal. INTER shall not default 

without having received a notice of default from Buyer and having been offered an alternative term 
deemed reasonable by INTER to deliver the Equipment and/or services. 

6.2 Equipment is delivered based on the CPT condition Duiven pursuant to the Incoterms 2010, unless agreed 
upon otherwise expressly and in writing. Delivery of the services related to the Equipment, as described in 
article 2.3, shall take place as soon as INTER has sent the protocol of delivery to Buyer. If Buyer cannot 
reasonably refuse to sign the protocol of delivery, INTER is entitled to suffice with a protocol of delivery 
only signed by itself. 

 
7. PROPERTY 
7.1 So long as Buyer has not paid the entire amount of the purchase price of the Equipment, including any 

additional costs, or has provided sufficient securities to this extent, the ownership of the Equipment 
remains with INTER. This property right is transferred to Buyer once all obligations towards INTER are 
met. 

7.2  In case of an overdue payment, INTER has the right to invoke its retention of title and repossess the 
Equipment. Buyer hereby authorises INTER to have all Equipment returned at Buyer’s expense.  

7.3 For all software developed by INTER, also if specifically created for Buyer, Buyer only receives a user 
license while INTER remains the sole owner of all intellectual property rights. 

7.4 Buyer grants INTER, and any representatives appointed by INTER, permission to access its company 
terrain, warehouses, factory halls, construction sites, et cetera, to exercise the rights stated in article 7.2. 

 
8. REPLACEMENT OF EQUIPMENT 
8.1 INTER is authorised to, at its discretion, replace obsolete models or parts with conventional replacements. 
 
9. WARRANTY / LIABILITY 
9.1 If any Equipment or parts thereof are missing, defective or damaged upon delivery, Buyer must inform 

INTER about this in writing within eight days after having received them, under penalty of loss of rights. 
9.2 All complaints must, under penalty of loss of rights, be submitted to INTER in writing within eight days 

after manifestation of the cause. 
9.3 If INTER provides services related to the installation, software programming, consultancy, project 

management, drawings or designs, cable lists or interconnecting the delivered Equipment, or relating to 
the design, installation, testing and/or commissioning of systems consisting of specific equipment, INTER 
shall ensure that these services are carried out in compliance with professional standards of care and 
proficiency. INTER is however not liable in any way if Buyer has not met the requirements stated by INTER 
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with regards to power supply, air treatment and temperature, humidity and dust control or other 
influences that may influence the operation of the equipment or the system in its entirety. 

9.4 If INTER attributably fails to fulfil its obligations stipulated in the agreement with Buyer, INTER is liable for 
damages from the moment it defaults. In all cases, the maximum liability of INTER towards Buyer within 
or outside of the context of the agreement, is limited to the costs of the defective, lost or damaged 
Equipment or the services in which INTER has failed. These costs are determined based on the prices as 
originally charged by INTER. Any and all liability for indirect damage and consequential damage is entirely 
excluded. This includes, in any case, any loss of profit or lost savings. 

9.5 The limitation of liability mentioned in article 9.4 ceases to exist if the damage is caused intentionally or 
by conscious recklessness of the board and/or management of INTER or if the damage is caused by any 
third party claims as a result of death or personal injury. 

9.6 The liability of INTER is in all cases limited to the amount paid by the liability insurance of INTER. 
 
10.  RETURNS 
10.1 Return deliveries will only be accepted if they are accompanied by an RAN number issued by INTER for 

this purpose. Absent of such an RAN number, return deliveries will be returned to Buyer at Buyer’s 
expense. In case of a return delivery, INTER does at all time reserve the right to charge costs to Buyer if 
the return delivery is not accepted by INTER. 

 
11. TERMINATION 
11.1 If Buyer neglects to timely settle its debts, enters into a debt settlement agreement with its debtors or if 

Buyer is subjected to measures available in the applicable law with regards to debtors who are unable or 
unwilling to settle their debts, or if Buyer would neglect to fulfil all obligations arising from any agreement 
with INTER, INTER is entitled to immediately terminate each of its agreements with Buyer with immediate 
effect by means of a single written notice, undiminishing any other rights arising from any possible 
agreement with Buyer. 

11.2 If Buyer is declared bankrupt or requests a payment moratorium, every existing agreement between 
INTER and Buyer expires automatically and immediately, without leading to any liability from INTER to 
Buyer for any suffered damage. 

 
12. APPLICABLE LAW AND COMPETENT COURT 
12.1 All agreements to which INTER is a party are solely governed by Dutch law.  
12.2 Disputes between parties shall be exclusively brought before the Dutch district court (‘Rechtbank’) of 

Gelderland, location Arnhem, unless INTER choses to bring a claim before a different competent court 
pursuant to the general rules of jurisdiction.  

 
13.  FINAL PROVISIONS 
13. 1 These Terms of Service are published in multiple languages. In case of an interpretation dispute between 

two or more of these versions, the Dutch version shall always prevail.  
13.2 If any provision in an agreement entered into with INTER or in these Terms of Service is invalid or 

voidable, INTER has the right to replace this invalid or voidable provision with a new provision. This new 
provision shall approach the meaning of the invalid or voidable provision to a maximum extent, taking 
into account the way in which the conditions were created, the mutual knowable interests of both parties 
and other circumstances relevant to the specific situation. 

13.3 Every notice with regards to these Terms of Service or the agreement must be submitted in writing, which 
also includes sending an e-mail message provided that this it includes a read or delivery confirmation. 

 


